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1. What is a Video Abstract?
We all know what the abstract of an article is: a short summary of a document, often used
select material relevant to the user. The medium of the abstract and the document are th
namely text. In the age of multimedia, it would be desirable to use video abstracts in very
the same way: as short clips containing the essence of a longer video, without a break in 
sentation medium. However, the state of the art is to use textual abstracts for indexing and
ing large video archives. This media break is harmful since it typically leads to considerab
of information. For example it is unclear at what level of abstraction the textual description s
be; if we see a famous politician at a dinner table with a group of other politicians, what s
the text say? Should it specify the names of the people, give their titles, specify the event,
describe the scene as if it were a painting, emphasizing colors and geometry? An audio
abstract, to be interpreted by a human user, is semantically much richer than a text. We d
video abstract o be a sequence of moving images, extracted from a longer video, much s
than the original, and preserving the essential message of the original.
2. Why are Video Abstracts useful?
The power of visual abstracts can be helpful in many application contexts. Let us look at
examples.
Multimedia archives. With the advent of multimedia PCs and workstations, the World Wide W
and standardized video compression techniques, more and more video material is being d
and archived worldwide. Wherever digital video material is stored, we can use video abstra
indexing and retrieval. For instance, the on-line abstracts could support journalists when se
old video material, or when producing documentaries. Another example is the Internet 
database IMDb on the Web (http://uk.imdb.com/). It is indexed on the basis of “hand-made
tual information about the movies; sometimes, a short clip, selected at random, is also in
The index could easily be extended by automatically generated video abstracts.
Movie marketing. Trailers are widely used for movie advertising in cinemas and on televi
Currently the production of this type of abstract is quite costly and time-consuming. With ou
tem we could produce trailers automatically. In order to tailor a trailer to a specific audienc
would set certain parameters such as the desirable amount of action or of violence.
Another possibility would be a digital TV magazine. Instead of reading short textual descrip
of upcoming programs you could view the abstracts without even having to get up from
couch (supposing you have an integrated TV set and Web browser). And for digital vide
demand systems the content provider could supply video abstracts in an integrated fashion
Home entertainment. If you miss an episode of your favorite television series the abstracPage 1







system could perform the task of telling you briefly what happened “in the meantime”. 
Many more innovative applications could be built around the basic video abstracting tech
But let us now come to the algorithms and tools we are using to automatically produce a
video abstract.
3. The MoCA Video Abstracting System
Types of abstracts. The definition
of a video abstract we gave above
is very general. In practice the pur-
pose of an abstract can vary
widely; for example viewers of
documentaries might want to be
informed as well as possible of all
the content of the full-size video
whereas the aim of a Hollywood
film trailer is to lure the audience
into a movie theater. Thus a docu-
mentary abstract should give a
good overview of the contents of
the entire video whereas a movie
trailer should be entertaining in
itself, and it should not reveal the
end of the story.
Raw material. When we began
with our movie content analysis
(or MoCA) project we had to
make a basic decision about the
type of material that we would use
as input. For example different
types of material can be used for
the production of a movie trailer:
unchanged material from the orig-
inal movie, revised material, and/
or cut-out material that was not used in the final version of the movie. In our project, we us
unchanged material from the original movie. This enables our system to work with any 





Figure 1: Our video structuring model
We describe a digital video at four different levels of
detail. At the lowest level, it consists of a set of frames.
At the next higher level frames are grouped into sh ts;
the term shot refers to a continuous camera recording
Consecutive shots are aggregated into scenes based on
story-telling coherence. All scenes together compose th
video. Note that a video comprises both the image and
audio tracks.
In this article, we call a frame sequence selected to
become an element of the abstract a clip. A video
abstract thus consists of a collection of clips.Page 2










(see Figure 2). In
step 1, video seg-
mentation and anal-
ysis, the input video
is segmented into its
shots and scenes. At
the same time frame
sequences with spe-
cial events, such as
text appearing in the
title sequence, close-
up shots of the main
actors, explosions, gun fires, etc. are determined. In the second step, clip selection, those video
clips are selected which will become part of the abstract. The third step, the clip assembly, assem-
bles the clips into their final form and produces the presentation layout. This implies determ
the order of the video clips, the type of transitions between them, and other editing decision
We will now discuss the algorithms we have developed for each of these steps in detail.
Shot determination. A shot designates a video sequence
which was recorded by an uninterrupted camera opera-
tion. Neighboring shots are concatenated by editing
effects such as hard cuts, fades, wipes or dissolves. Most
of the editing effects result in characteristic spatio-tem-
poral changes in subsequent frames of the video stream,
and can therefore be detected automatically. Various
methods have been proposed and implemented success-
fully (see [3] for examples). In our MoCA system, we
decided to use the edge change ratio parameter for cut
detection, initially published in [12].
Scene determination. Usually, several neighboring
shots are used to build a larger story-telling unit. The
larger unit is called scene, act or just a cluster of shots.
The clustering of shots is controlled by selectable crite-
ria. Here are the heuristics we use for determining scene
boundaries:
• Sequential shots with very similar color content usually belong to a common scene
because they share a common background [11]. The color content of the frame






























Figure 2:Overview of the three abstracting steps
The MoCA Project
MoCA stands for Movie Content
Analysis, a project started in 1995
at the University of Mannheim in
Germany. The aim of the project is
to automatically determine the con-
tents of digital video, and to experi-
ment with innovative applications
based on this knowledge. Applica-
tions include the automatic recog-
nition of film genres, the detection
and recognition of TV commer-
cials, the determination of the
period in which a feature film was
produced, and video abstracting.Page 3






























se ofchange of camera angle usually has no influence on the main background colors.
• In different scenes the audio usually differs significantly. Therefore, a video cut not
accompanied by an audio cut does not establish a scene boundary.
• A third heuristic groups consecutive shots into a scene if the shots can be identified
as representing a dialog (see dialog detection).
Audio cuts. Audio cuts are defined as time instances delimiting time periods with similar so
They are employed to explore the similarity of the audio track of different shots. If there is n
nificant change in the audio track close to a video shot boundary, i.e. if the sound is con
across a video shot boundary, we consider both shots to belong to the same scene. 
Audio cuts are determined by calculating the frequency and intensity spectrum for each tim
dow of the audio track, predicting its values for the next time window by exponential smoo
and declaring an audio cut to be where the current frequency and intensity spectrum devia
siderably from the prediction.
Once the video has been segmented into its basic components, it is essential to identify s
cally rich events, e.g. close-ups of main actors, gun fire, explosions, and text appearing
video. They help us to select those sequences of frames for our clips that are important
abstract.
Finding Faces of Actors and Identifying Dialogs
In many video genres the cast is an essential piece of information. This is particularly true f
ture films. Our abstracting system must understand where the main actors appear in the vid
have implemented a face detection algorithm and a method for recognizing the face of th
actor again, even across shot boundaries.
Face detection. An excellent face detection algorithm was developed by Rowley, Baluja
Kanade [10]. Their system recognizes about 90% of all upright and frontal faces in image
photos, newspapers, and single video frames) while hardly ever identifying non-face regio
frame as a face. The basic idea is to train a neural network with hundreds of example f
which the eyes and the nose are manually marked. After the learning phase the neural ne
able to detect new faces in arbitrary images very reliably. 
We have implemented our own neural network and trained it with approximately 1000 fac
very much the same way. To increase the range of detectable faces, our implementati
searches for slightly tilted faces (  degrees). This modification was necessary becau
faces of actors in video are hardly ever upright, in contrast to faces in still images. To sp
processing, we only pass frame regions to the face detector in which the pixel colors are c
human skin color. This filter reduces the number of candidate face regions by more than
Moreover, face detection is only run on every third frame of the video sequence. The result 
detection is a set of regions in frames where faces appear.
Face-based classes. So far, each detected face is isolated and unrelated to other faces in the
The next task is to classify frames with similar faces in order to find groups of frames showi
same actors. Such a group of related frames is called a face-based class. We are only interested in
the main actors and therefore consider only faces larger than 30% of the frame size (i.e. 
close-up shots). In a first step, faces within shots are related to each other according to the
ity of their position and size in neighboring frames, assuming that these features chang
slightly from frame to frame. This is especially true for dialog scenes. In addition, we dispo
30±Page 4
























le accidental mis-classifications of the face detector by discarding all face-based classes wit
than three occurrences of a face, and by allowing up to two drop-outs in the face-tracking p
In a second step, face-based classes with similar faces are merged by face recognition alg
[4] in order to obtain face-based classes that are as large as possible.
Main actors. The same face recognition algorithms are used to identify and merge face-
classes of the same actor across shots throughout the video, resulting in so-called fa e-based sets.
There is a face-based set for each main actor. It describes where, when and in what size t
appears in the video.
Dialog detection. It is now easy to detect typical shot/reverse-shot dialogs and multi-person
logs. We search for sequences of face-based classes, close together in time, with shot-ove
face-based classes of the same actor, and cross-over relations between different actors. F
ple a male and a female actor could appear in an m-f-m-f sequence. An example of a dialo
matically detected in this way is shown in Figure 3.
Extracting Text from the Title Sequence
In the opening sequence of a feature film important information appears in the form o
Examples include the title and the names of the main actors. Both pieces of information sho
stored with the video abstract itself as well as in a search index for a set of abstracts. For t
pose we use our own text segmentation and text recognition algorithms described in [5]
extract the bitmaps of text appearing in title sequences and translate their content to ASCII
The text segmentation step results in a list of text regions per frame and a list of their motion p
throughout the sequence. In order to be able to extract the bitmaps of the title and the name
main actors, character regions within each frame are clustered into words or text lines ba
their horizontal distance and vertical alignment. Next, those clusters connected via the 
path of at least one character region are combined into a text line representation. For each 
representation, a time-varying (one per frame) bounding box is calculated. The content 
original video framed by the largest bounding box is chosen as the representative bitmap
text line. This method works well under the following assumptions:
• the text line is stationary or moving linearly, and
• all characters of a cluster are contained in the segmented text regions for at leas
one frame.
Our experience shows that these assumptions are true for most occurrences of text in
films. The largest bounding box will then enclose the text, and we can perform OCR-stytex
Figure 3: A dialog and its face-based classes
a face-based class spanning several shotsPage 5




























ell, andrecognition on the box. 
A very simple heuristic is that the title can be distinguished from other text in the op
sequence because it is centered on the screen and is in the largest font or the longest text 
allows us to automatically extract the title in many practical cases.
Identifying Gun Fire and Explosions
Attractiveness to the user is an important design criterion for an abstract of a feature film. 
films often contain explosions and gun fire; we can recognize these events automatically. The 
tribution of the audio parameters loudness, frequencies, pitch, fundamental frequency, ons
set and frequency transition are calculated for short time-windows of the audio track. Fo
time-window we compare the distribution of the indicators with a database of known distribu
for explosions and gun fires. If the distribution is found in the database a gun fire or explos
recognized [7].
Generating the Video Abstract
We now concentrate on the generation of trailers for movies as a very important type of ab
A movie trailer is a short appetizer for a movie, made to attract the attention of the viewer. 
trailer requires the inclusion of eye-catching clips into the abstract. Again we use heuristic
the basic physical parameters of the digital video to select the clips for our trailer:
(1)Important objects and people: The most important objects and actors appearing in the orig
video should also appear in the trailer. Starring actors are especially important since po
viewers often have preferences for specific actors.
(2)Action: If the film contains explosions, gun fire, car chases or violence, some of these s
be in the trailer. They attract attention and make viewers curious.
(3)Dialogs: Short extracts from dialog scenes with a starring actor stimulate the watchers’ fa
and often carry important messages.
(4)Title text and title music: The title text and parts of the title music should be contained in
trailer. Optionally, the names of the main actors from the opening sequence can be show
A special feature of our trailer generation technique is that the end of the movie is not rev
we simply do not include clips from the last 20% of the movie. This guarantees that we don
away the suspense.
Clip Selection
The user of our abstracting system can specify a target length not to be exceeded by th
abstract. When selecting clips the system has to come up with a compromise between th
length and the above heuristics. This is done in an iterative way. Initially, all scenes of th
80% of the movie are in the scene candidate set. All decisions have to be based on p
parameters of the video because only those can be derived automatically. Thus the challen
determine relevant scenes, and a good clip as a subset of frames of each relevant scene,
computable parameters.
We use two different mechanisms to select relevant scenes and clips. The first mechanism 
special events and texts from the video, such as gun fire, explosions, cries, close-up shots, di
of main actors, and title text. We claim that these events and texts summarize the video wPage 6




































are suited to attract the viewer’s attention (see properties (1)-(4) above). The identification
relevant sequences of frames is based on the algorithms described above, and is fully auto
The percentage of special events to be contained in the abstract can be specified as a para
the user. In our experiments it was set to 50%. If the total length of special event clips sele
the first mechanism is longer than desired, scenes and clips are chosen uniformly and ra
from the different types of events. The title text, however, will always be contained in the ab
The second mechanism adds filler clips from different parts of the movie to complete the trail
To do so, the remaining scenes are divided into several non-overlapping sections of ab
same length. We have used eight sections in our experiments. The number of clips and th
length within each section are determined. Clips are then selected repeatedly from those 
with the lowest share in the abstract so far, until the target length of the trailer is reached
mechanism ensures good coverage of all parts of the movie even if special events occur
some sections.
In general clips must be much shorter than scenes. So how is a clip extracted from a sce
have tried out two heuristics. With the first one, we pick those shots with the highest amo
action, and with the same basic color composition as the average of the movie. More deta
be found in [8]. Action is defined through motion, either object motion or camera motion, an
amount of motion in a sequence of frames can easily be computed based on motion vecto
the edge change ratio. The action criterion is motivated by the fact that actions clips are
more interesting and carry more content in a short time than calm clips. The idea behind th
criterion is that colors are an important component for the perception of a video’s mood and
composition should thus be preserved in the trailer.
The second heuristic takes a completely different approach. It uses the results of our MoCA
recognition project. The basic idea of that project is to compute a large number of audio
parameters from an input video and use them to classify the video into a genre such as ne
soccer, tennis, talk show, music clip, cartoon, feature film, or commercial. The classificat
based on characteristic parameter profiles, derived beforehand and stored in a database. 
results of this project can now be used to select clips for the trailer in a more sophisticate
Those clips closest in parameter values to the characteristic profile of the entire mov
selected. The advantage of this clip selection process is that it will automatically tailor the 
tion process to a specific genre provided that we have a characteristic parameter profile for
Clip Assembly
In the assembly stage, the selected video clips and their respective audio tracks are compo
the final form of the abstract. We have experimented with two degrees of freedom in the co
tion process:
• ordering, and
• edits (types of transition) between the clips.
Ordering.  Pryluck et. al. showed that the sequencing of clips strongly influences the viewer’
ception of their meaning [9]. Therefore ordering of the clips must be done very carefully. W
group the video clips into four classes. The first class or event class contains the special events
currently gun fires and explosions. The second class consists of dialogs, while the filler clips con-
stitute the third class. The extracted text (in the form of bitmaps and ASCII text) falls into thPage 7
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etweenfourth class. Within each class the original temporal order is preserved.
Dialogs and event clips are assembled in turn into so-called edited groups. The maximum length
of an edited group is a quarter of the length of the total share of special events. The gaps b
Figure 4: This graph shows the temporal distribution of the detected video and
audio events of the movie “Groundhog Day” as well as those which have
been chosen during the clips selection process to be part of the trailer.
Note, since “Groundhog Day” is not an action movie, there are only two
explosions and no gun fire. Each box represents two seconds (2828 in
total). Time passes from left to right and top to bottom.Page 8
























, the edited groups are filled with the remaining clips resulting in a preliminary abstract.
The text occurrences in class four usually show the film title and the names of the main 
The title bitmap is always added to the trailer, cut to a length of one second. Optionally, the 
names can be added to the trailer.
Edits. We apply three different types of video edits in the abstract: hard cuts, dissolve
wipes. Their usage is based on general rules derived from knowledge elicited from profe
cutters [6]. This is a research field in its own right. As a preliminary solution we found it rea
able to concatenate special event clips with every other type of clip by means of hard cu
insert soft cuts (dissolves and wipes) between calmer clips only, such as dialogs. Table 1
the possible usage of edits in the different cases. A much more sophisticated approach f
matic video editing of humorous themes can be found in [6].
Interestingly audio editing is much more difficult. A first attempt to simply concatenate the s
tracks belonging to the selected clips produced terrible audio. In dialog scenes it is esp
important that audio cuts have priority over video cuts. The construction of the audio track
abstract is currently performed as follows:
• The audio of special event clips is used as it is in the original.
• The audio of dialogs respects audio cuts in the original. The audio of every dialog
is cut in length as much as to fill the gaps between the audio of the special events
Dissolves are the primary means of concatenation.
• The entire audio track of the abstract is underlaid by the title music. During dialogs
and special events the title music is reduced in volume.
We are planning to experiment with speaker recognition and with speech recognition to be 
use higher-level semantics from the audio stream. The combination of speech recogniti
video analysis is especially promising.
4. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the MoCA video abstracting system, we ran a series of experimen
video sequences recorded from German television. We quickly found out that there is no a
measure for the quality of an abstract; even experienced movie directors told us that makin
trailers for a feature film is an art, not a science. It is interesting to observe that the shots ex
by a human for an abstract depend to a large extent on the purpose of the abstract: For ex
trailer for a movie often emphasizes thrill and action without giving away the end, a preview
documentary on television attempts to capture the essential contents as completely as p
and a review of last week’s soap opera highlights the most important events of the story. W
clude that automatic abstracting should be controlled by a parameter describing the purpos
abstract.
Event Clips Dialog Clips Other Clips
Event Clips hard cut hard cut hard cut
Dialog Clips hard cut dissolve, wipe, fade hard cut, dissolve, wipe
fade
Other Clips hard cut hard cut, dissolve, wipe, 
fade
hard cut, dissolve, wipe, 
fade
Table 1: Edits in an abstractPage 9







act, but aWhen we compared the abstracts generated by
our system with abstracts actually shown on
television, we observed no obvious difference
in quality (at least within the picture track - the
audio track usually contains material which
was originally not part of the video). In the
case of the reviews for last week’s episode of a
TV series the scenes generated by our tool
were very similar to the ones shown on televi-
sion. 
Since there is no mathematical measure for the
quality of a video abstract we presented the
abstracts to a set of test persons. Even if the
generated abstracts were quite different from
the man-made ones, they could not tell which
were better (see [8]).
For browsing and searching large information
archives, many users are now familiar with the
popular WWW interfaces. Therefore our
abstracting tool can compile its results into an
HTML page, including the anchors for play-
back of the short video clips. An example is
given in Figure 5. The top of the page shows
the film title, an animated gif image con-
structed from the text bitmaps (including the
title), and the title sequence as a video clip.
This information is followed by a randomly
selected subset of special events. The special
events are followed by a list of the scenes con-
structed by our shot clustering algorithms. The
bottom part of the page lists the creation
parameters of the abstract such as creation
time, length, and some statistics.
5. Related Work
Video abstracting is a very young research
field. We would like to mention two other systems suitable to create abstracts of long video
first is called video skimming [2]. It mainly aims at abstracting documentaries and news
Video skimming assumes that a transcript of the video is available. The video and the tra
are then aligned by word spotting. The audio track of the video skim is constructed by usin
guage analysis (such as Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) to identify im
words in the transcript; audio clips around those words are then cut out. Based on detecte
[10], text and camera operation, the video clips are selected from the surrounding frames.
The second approach is based on the image track only. It does not generate a video abstr
Figure 5: Result of video abstracting,
compiled into an HTML pagePage 10






















ally.static scene graph of thumbnail images on a 2D canvas. The scene graph represents the flo
story in the form of key frames. It allows to interactively descend into the story by selec
story unit of the graph [11]. 
6. Conclusions and Outlook
We have presented a set of algorithms for the automatic generation of video abstracts. In
step we decompose the input video into semantic units, called shot clusters or scenes. In a
step we detect and extract semantically rich pieces, in particular text from the title sequen
special events such as dialogs, gun fires, and explosions. Video clips, audio pieces, ima
text are extracted and composed to an abstract. The output can be compiled into an HTM
for easy access through browsers.
We expect our tools to be used for large multimedia archives where video abstracts wou
much more powerful browsing technique than textual abstracts. For example we believ
broadcasting stations are sitting on a gold mine of archived video material which is hard to 
today. Another application of our technique could be an on-line TV guide on the Web, with
abstracts of upcoming shows, documentaries and feature films. Just how well the gen
abstracts can capture the essentials of all kinds of videos remains to be seen in a larger 
practical experiments.
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